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"The Sword to Unite is lyrical and engrossingly captivating, a tale of heroes. It is crafted in gorgeous
language, with descriptions that render the setting vivid and enticing." - by Arya Fomonyuy for Readers'
Favorite It is an age of rebirth in the kingdoms of the north. Cedric, lord of Orford, a man plagued by dark
dreams of omens, and the true heir of the long-lost hero Adalgott, is thrown from his peaceful life and swept
into a world of chaos. When a mysterious tome is stolen, Cedric sets out to avenge a fallen friend, and uncover
the truth behind his visions. In the Kingdom of Lorine, Cedric learns of an ancient prophecy, and the return of
Azrael, a wraith of corruption and decay. Cedric must find the blade, Geanlaecan, for only in its burning
power can the dark tide of Azrael, the ancient enemy of man, be turned back. Cedric does not journey alone,
lords, mercenaries, magi, and beasts of forests flock to the banner of the true king. In Midland, a kingdom to
the north, Cedric meets with politicking lords, and the grizzled Vine King, ruler of Prav and master of
Midland. Cedric must unite the squabbling lords of the north if there is to be any chance of survival. "...
a masterful work with his medieval fantasy, The Sword To Unite. Hopkins writes with a style bearing close
resemblance to Tolkien, but with his own flair he adds new life to Campbell's traditional hero's journey. Great
read!” - Chad Compton Scroll up and grab a copy today. Thank you for your interest in our novel. We hope
you enjoy reading it as much as we have enjoyed presenting it. -- Digital Fiction DigitalFictionPub.com
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